DOLLAR GOLF CLUB
MEDAL PLAY 2019
Information Regarding Gents Medal Play
Season 2019
After much discussion and taking into consideration the demographics of the club
membership it has become apparent that some of the holes are a bit of a challenge from
the current medal tee boxes.
It was considered at length on how we, as a club, could make changes to the course
that would still make medal play attractive to all gentlemen members, some of these
included shortening some holes, moving tees to different areas etc.
It is the desire of council to keep as many people playing in medals as possible without
detracting too far from the current medal layout and therefore present the following
solution.
For all stroke-play medal competitions, Stableford medals and par/bogey medals
members have the option to play from either the white or yellow tee boxes.
Players do not have the option to choose which once a round has been commenced, if
you start on yellow that is the tee for all 18 holes.
This is in full compliance with CONGU regulations.
Players playing off the white tees will gain a handicap equalising stoke allowance
(2 shots) due the higher SSS rating to allow a single CSS to be compiled for each medal,
therefore determining a winner across a level playing field.
All competitors need to ensure when entering scores into the input system that the
correct tees are selected, also on the scorecard it should be indicated which tees have
been played from.
Further information on this can be found within the CONGU manual, appendix O. To
assuage any fears, the computer works it all out in the background.
As with all rules there are exceptions, in this case all knockouts, Club Championship
Qualifying Rounds and the 36 Hole Strokeplay will all be played from the medal tee set up.
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